DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 231, s. 2019

To: Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD
Public Elementary and Secondary School Heads
All Others Concerned

From: REBONEAMIL R. BAGUIO
Schools Division Superintendent

Date: July 15, 2019

Subject: DISSEMINATION OF AND COMPLIANCE TO THE UPDATED RPMS MANUAL FOR SY 2019 - 2020


2. School heads and teachers are advised to use the updated RPMS Manual, Tools and supplemental document available through http://deped.in/RPMSManualver2019, http://deped.in/RPMSY1TOOLS2019 and http://deped.in/RPMSSupplemental or you can visit our website depedmalaybalay.net to download the said materials.

3. Should there be queries, contact Edelina M. Eborna – Division RPMS Focal Person at 09165126070.
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RELEASED

UPDATED RPMS MANUAL FOR SY 2019–2020

To: The Schools Division Superintendents
   This Region


2. School heads and teachers are enjoined to use the updated RPMS Manual accessible through http://deped.in/RPMSManualver2019 and the tools through http://deped.in/RPMSY1TOOLS2019. A supplemental document containing the list of significant clarifications, additions, or amendments to the Results–based Performance Management System Manual 2018 is also available at http://deped.in/RPMSSupplemental.

3. Immediate and wide dissemination of and compliance with this Memorandum are required.

DR. ARTURO B. BAYOCOT, CESO V
Regional Director
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